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UNIVERSITY OF CALIFORNIA, LOS ANGELES
Department of Economics

Economics 1
Cameron

Lecture 4

Last day, we pinned down what economists mean by “competition” in the context of markets.  We then looked at
demand functions and supply functions, and “the” demand curve and supply curves, and combined these in a
working model of a market under conditions of ceteris paribus to see how equilibrium prices are determined.

Today’s reading:  Mankiw Chapter 5

1. The Price Elasticity of Demand

Suppose you are the marketing manager for a small company that sells office equipment— for example,
scanner-copiers.  You have been pricing your scanner-copiers (basic model) at $400.  Now the marketing vic-
president for the firm tells you that you have to increase your division’s sales revenues.  Your sales staff is
already working as hard as it can, so your only option is to change the unit price of your machines.  You
dutifully increase the price to $450.00, expecting this to do the job---BUT---revenues FALL!!!  What
happened?

At p=$400:  revenue = $400,000/month
At p=$450:  revenue = $360,000/month

Problem:  Demand curves typically have some slope, rather than
being vertical at current quantities.  If price is raised, quantity
demanded will typically decrease by some amount.  If quantity
demanded falls by a greater percentage that price has increased,
total revenues from sales of this good will fall (the price increase
will be more than offset by the quantity decrease as you move
“up” the curve).

If quantity demanded is “too” responsive to price, you don’t RAISE prices to increase revenues, you lower them.
Obviously, then, the elasticity of demand for a firm’s product is critical to pricing policies.  A way of quantifying
“price-responsiveness” of demand (and supply) is our topic for today.

a.) What is “Demand Elasticity,” and What Determines It?

The price elasticity of demand for a product depends upon consumer preferences.   Since preferences differ across
individuals, demand elasticities will also differ across individuals.  The same increase in price might cause one
person to quit consuming Starbucks coffee altogether, whereas for someone else, it will produce little change at all
in consumption patterns.  Also remember that total market demand for Starbuck’s coffee is found by taking the
horizontal sum of all individual demand curves, and this total market demand curve will display some overall degree
of price responsiveness.  What affects demand elasticity?

Necessities versus luxuries.  Necessities tend to have inelastic demands (demands that are unresponsive to
price changes), whereas luxuries have more elastic demands (where quantity demanded is more responsive to price
changes).  BUT .  “One man’s junk is another man’s treasure (Hector the Collector)”  What makes something a
necessity or a luxury is not a property of the good itself, but a property of the individual’s preferences.  Thus, a
change in preferences can affect demand elasticity (the goal of a lot of advertising campaigns!)

Availability of close substitutes.  Goods with a lot of close substitutes tend to have more elastic demands
because consumers can readily switch to another “brand,” for example, without losing much utility (satisfaction).
But again, the degree of substitutability between products is a characteristic of people’s tastes and preferences over
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different goods, not a property of the good itself.  Advertisers also try to convince you there is “no substitute” for
their product (since then your demand will not be as elastic and they can nudge up their prices once in a while
without losing you as a customer).

How broadly or narrowly you define the good.  Demand for Starbuck’s coffee will be more price-elastic
than demand for “coffee”, which will be more elastic than the demand for “beverages.”  Think about a 10% increase
in the demand for Starbuck’s coffee, all other coffee and beverage prices and everything else held constant.  Coffee
drinkers can switch to other brands of coffee.  However, if you increase ALL coffee prices by 10%, switching means
turning to tea or diet Coke, or something…  Less-good substitutes.    And were would you switch if  ALL beverages
went up in price.  You have to drink something!  The “price” in all cases can be considered to be a price index, or
average prices across slightly heterogeneous goods.

The time horizon.  In the short run, people often keep buying a product despite a price increase.  Demand
can appear to be very inelastic in the period just after a price increase, because people haven’t yet had time to learn
about the availablility or suitability of possible substitutes that are now relatively cheaper.  E.g. when they raise bus
fares, ridership initially doesn’t change much and revenues go up.  But over time, people buy cars, or bicycles, or
work out rideshare plans, or move closer to work or school, and ridership begins to drop.  It may drop SO much that
the transit agency finds the eventual effect of a price increase to be a DECLINE in revenues.

What is a good way to measure the “price responsiveness of demand”?

The “law of demand” says that as price decreases, quantity demanded should increase, but that is all it says.  There
are many different possible shapes of downward-sloping demand curves:

“Steepness”  The amount by which quantity
demanded increases when price falls is going to
have something to do with the slope of the
demand curve in the range under consideration.
Indeed, if you are talking about two different
people’s demand curves for the identical product,
then it is true that the flatter demand curve is the

one with the greatest quantity responsiveness to a change in price.  But slope is measured in units of “rise over run”
so we cannot compare “steepness” across goods with quantities measured in different units.  For example, we could
say, based on steepness, whether the demand for one-bedroom apartments is more or less responsive to price
changes than the demand for cups of coffee— the units are not comparable.  We would like a “unit-free” measure.

A second problem is that in considering changes in price and ensuing changes in quantity demanded, we would like
to keep the magnitudes of price changes and the resulting quantity changes in perspective.  We need a way to
differentiate between large and small price changes.  There would be a problem in understanding the price
responsiveness of quantity demanded of automobiles versus oranges if you were considering a price change of $1
per car in the first case and $1 per pound in the second.  The way to get around this is to express all changes as
percentage changes— distinguishes substantial changes from inconsequential ones.

A remaining problem is that even percentages have trouble.  Percent change in price can be calculated based on the
beginning price:
   (P1-P0)/P0  (decimal percent) or  (P1-P0)/P0 (100)  (on a basis of 100)
Or, it could be calculated based on the ending price:
   (P1-P0)/P1  (decimal percent) or  (P1-P0)/P1 (100)  (on a basis of 100)
Whichever one you choose will also give you different numbers for elasticity over the same portion of a demand
curve, according to whether you are considering a price increase or a price decrease!  Not good.

Suppose you pick the starting price as a basis for percentage calculations:  Say price goes from $10 to $15.  The %
change price is (15-10)/10 = +50%.  If price went from $15 to $10 along the same demand curve, the absolute %
change in price would be (10-15)/15 = -33%.  Not very satisfying.
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In order to have the same “percentage” apply to either a price increase or decrease, we choose to base our percentage
calculation on the midpoint of the price interval:  % change = (P1-P0)/ [(P1+P0)/2].  The denominator is the average
of the two prices.

It is equally useful to think of the quantity response to a price change in percentage terms, based on the midpoint of
the quantity interval.

How to calculate an “arc” elasticity of demand along a portion of a demand curve

For a non-infinitesimal change in price, elasticity is calculated as

| % ∆ Qd |              (110-90) / 100             20 %
--------------     =    --------------------  =   ----------    =   0.5  (unit-free)
 | % ∆P |                  (15-10) / 12.50           40%

In the limit, for an “arc” that shrinks to just a point on the demand curve

In this case, the very tiny percent changes can be expressed as  (dq/q) and (dp/p).  Elasticity could be
expressed as:

      dQ/Q            dQ        P               inverse of slope                               ratio of P to Q
      ------     =    ----   x   ----   =    {  of the usual “demand” }  times  {   at the point where                  }
     dP/P             dP         Q               curve (Q on x-axis)                          elasticity is being calculated

Thus as p and q change together while we move along a demand curve of any shape, the inverse of the slope of the
tangent to that demand curve, time the P/Q ratio at the point under consideration.  This has implications for the
elasticity along a straight-line demand  curve.  (See text example.)  Slope is constant along such a curve, but the P/Q
ratio is very large at the “top” and very tiny at the “bottom” of such a demand curve, so elasticity varies from large
to small along the straight-line demand curve.  Need to know this because we will use it later.

b.) Total Revenue and the Price Elasticity of Demand

Elasticity has everything to do with what will happen to seller’s revenues (or buyer’s expenditures— same thing) as
price changes.

Total Revenue:      TR = P x Qd           If   %↑ Qd == % ↓ P à     no change in TR!

                                                             But  if   %↑ Qd == % ↓ P à     demand elasticity = | %↑ Qd / % ↓ P |= 1
                                                             Unit-elastic demand (ignore negative sign, since everybody knows that
                                                            Demand curves slope down… negative sign is implicit)

If   %↑ Qd > % ↓ P à    quantity increase exceeds price decrease à  TR increases

                                    à    demand elasticity = | %↑ Qd / % ↓ P | > 1  Demand is elastic (more responsive to price)

If   %↑ Qd  < % ↓ P à    quantity increase is less than  price decrease à  TR falls

à  demand elasticity = | %↑ Qd / % ↓ P | < 1  Demand is inelastic (relatively unresponsive
                                                                       to price)
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If a change in price produces NO change in quantity demanded, then demand is “zero elastic” or “perfectly
inelastic.”  In the usual demand curve diagram, this will be a VERTICAL line.

If a tiny increase price causes quantity demanded to drop to zero, or a tiny decrease in price causes buyers to want
every unit of the good as is available for purchase, then we say that demand is “infinitely elastic” or “perfectly
elastic.”  In the usual demand curve diagram, this will be a HORIZONTAL line.

Total Revenue Criterion for Elasticity:  (oft-misinterpreted) analogy to to rubber band and wooden dowel.  You can
tell whether elasticity is greater or less than 1 by considering what happens to total revenue when price changes:

1. ↑ p à  ↑ TR  or   ↓ P à  ↓ TR   implies  inelastic demand (P and TR move in same direction = “wood – not
stretchy”)

2. ↑ p à  ↓ TR  or   ↓ P à  ↑ TR   implies elastic demand (P and TR move in opposite directions = “rubber band
stretchy— elastic)

2.  The Income Elasticity of Demand along an Engel Curve
(the name for a graph of quantity demanded as a function of income— mathematical axes orientation

There are lots of potential “demand” curves besides “THE” demand curve we have been focusing on.  Slice the
demand function (of many variables) in a different direction, say the income direction, holding price constant and all
other things constant as well.

Introduce concept of a “normal” good (a property of people’s preferences for that good, not of the good itself).  A
good is said to be “normal” for someone if, as income increases, more of it is demanded.   At low incomes, a lot of
goods are normal.  But as incomes increase, some goods, for some people, become “inferior.”  This just means that
as income increases, these people consume less of this good.  Usually because they are switching into a more-
expensive or more-prestigious good.

Examples of normal goods that turn into inferior goods at
higher incomes  (for some people)
- Spam
- “basic transportation” car models
- small sailboats
- bus travel
- synthetic fabric clothes

Since the slope of an Engel curve can change from positive to negative as income increases, the
sign of the income elasticity of demand matters, since it tells us whether this is a normal or an
inferior good. Income elasticity of demand =  % ∆ Qd / % ∆ Y
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3.  The Price Elasticity of Supply

Supply curves typically slope upward from left to right.  This
means that an increase in price almost always elicits some kind
of an increase in quantity supplied.  If price and quantity move
in the same direction all the time, then TR will move in that
direction too.  There is no “total revenue” criterion that lets us
know whether supply elasticity is greater or less than one (as in
the case of demand elasticities).

Zero-elastic supply curve is a vertical line; infinitely elastic supply is a horizontal line.

4.  Applications of Elasticity (Read Mankiw pp 102-108 very carefully)

Why a “bumper crop” of many agricultural products is bad news for farmers… if demand for that crop is inelastic.
Virtual handout and questions:  Season’s ski pass prices and their effects on number of season passes sold…

5. Demonstration of Java Applet for Elasticity and Total Revenue along a Linear Demand
Curve (technology permitting)

Written by Geoff Gerdes, my former student and current co-author:
http://jevons.sscnet.ucla.edu/gerdes/java/elastic/Elasticity.html

Next day:  Demand/Supply and Government Policies  (Mankiw Chapter 6)

END OF LECTURE*******************************************************************


